Montenegrin Sports Academy
welcomes you to

Dubrovnik, Croatia
KEY DATES

CONFERENCE VENUE
Hotel Croatia Cavtat, situated across the bay from the historic walls of Dubrovnik, Hotel Croatia Cavtat is a leading
five-star resort and conference hotel on the southern
part of Adriatic. Hotel Croatia’s architecture blends seamlessly with its natural surroundings. Shaded by a pine
tree forest, while offering spectacular sea views, all 487
accommodation units feature balconies which overlook
the Adriatic Sea or Cavtat Bay. State-of-the-art facilities
include numerous gourmet restaurants, a spa centre, and
private beaches. Hotel Croatia is ideal for a broader experience of the Dubrovnik Riviera. Suited for business and
relaxation alike, Hotel Croatia serves as an excellent base
for exploring the city of Dubrovnik and the Dubrovnik
Riviera.

» 1st of July 2019, 24:00 CET
	Abstract submission opening and opening of registration
» 1st of December 2019, 24:00 CET
Abstract submission deadline
» 15th of January 2020, 24:00 CET
Notification to authors about acceptance
» 1st of February 2020, 24:00 CET
	Deadline for early-bird registration for presenting authors
» 15th of February 2020, 24:00 CET
	Deadline for late registration for presenting authors
* CET = Central European Time

CONTACT
Dr. Bojan Masanovic
Montenegrin Sports Academy
Džordža Vašingtona 78 | 81000 Podgorica
Phone: +382 (0) 67 527 393
(Available Mo-Fr 9-12 AM local Time)
E-Mail: conference@csakademija.me
www.csakademija.me

WELCOME TO DUBROVNIK

Regardless of whether you are visiting Dubrovnik for the
first time or the hundredth, the sense of awe never fails
to descend when you set eyes on the beauty of the old
town. Indeed it’s hard to imagine anyone becoming jaded by the city’s white limestone streets, baroque buildings and the endless shimmer of the Adriatic, or failing
to be inspired by a walk along the ancient city walls that
protected a civilised, sophisticated republic for centuries.

MSA Dubrovnik 2020

www.csakademija.me/conference

MSA Dubrovnik 2020
17th Annual Scientific Conference
of Montenegrin Sports Academy
“Sport, Physical Activity and Health:
Contemporary Perspectives”

2th - 5th April 2020

COMMITTEES
Conference President
Dusko Bjelica
Chairs of the scientific committee
Stevo Popovic, Selcuk Akpinar

FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT
Dear Friends and Colleagues,
on behalf of the host, the Montenegrin Sports Academy, the
Faculty for Sport and Physical Education at University of Montenegro and the Conference Organizing Committee, it is my great
pleasure to announce the upcoming 17th Annual Scientific Conference of Montenegrin Sports Academy “Sport, Physical Activity
and Health: Contemporary Perspectives” to be held in Dubrovnik
- Cavtat, Croatia, 2th - 5th April 2020. It is planned to be once
again hosted by the Montenegrin Sports Academy, in cooperation with the Faculty for Sport and Physical Education, University
of Montenegro and the patronage of the traditional partners.
The conference is focused on very current themes from all areas of
sports science and include invited speeches, workshops, oral and
poster presentations in the fields of biological and medical sciences, health sciences, behavioural and social sciences, humanities and arts and social research, policy, and practice related to
contemporary perspectives of sport, physical activity and health.
We do believe that the topics offer the conference participants
a forum for the latest research and both theoretical and applied
insight into the field of sports science and related disciplines.
We look forward to seeing you in spring 2020,
Prof. Duško Bjelica, Conference President

Conference sub-themes include:
Adapted Physical Activity; Anthropology; Architecture and Urbanism; Biochemistry; Biomechanics; Coaching; Economics; Health
and Fitness; History; Molecular Biology; Motor Learning; Neuromuscular Physiology; Nutrition; Olympism; Philosophy and Ethics; Physical Education and Pedagogics; Physiology; Physiotherapy; Psychology; Rehabilitation; Sociology; Sport Management
and Law; Sport Statistics and Analyses; Sport Technology; Sport
Tourism; Sports Medicine and Orthopaedics; Training and Testing;
Traumatology; and other Multi- & Interdisciplinary Themes.

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
Research scholars and students are invited to present their original
work in any of the conference sub-themes. The list of the conference
sub-themes is not exhaustive and, therefore, authors should not feel
limited by them. Authors can submit their original work in the form of
an ABSTRACT, free of charge. An author may submit only one abstract
as the first author and two abstracts as the co-author. After under
going the reviewing process, all authors will be notifie d about the
condition of their submission (accepted or rejected). Presenters (=
the first authors) must be registered and have paid registration fees
for the conference to secure their oral or poster (not debated) presentation during the conference and the publication in Montenegrin
Journal of Sports Science and Medicine that is abstracted/indexed in
Emerging Sources Citation Index, SCOPUS and other database, under
the condition that the first author has paid registration fee.

Look inside!
Sport Mont
Volume 17, 2019, 3 issues per year;
Print ISSN: 1451-7485, Online ISSN: 2337-0351

www.sportmont.ucg.ac.me

Montenegrin Journal of
Sports Science and Medicine
Volume 8, 2019, 2 issues per year;
Print ISSN: 1800-8755, Online ISSN: 1800-8763

www.mjssm.me

Members of the scientific committee
Alper Aslan, Antonino Bianco, Branislav Antala, Catalina Casaru,
David Kalaj, Ferman Konukman, Haris Pojskic, Hugo Sarmento,
Humberto Carvalho, Juan Cortell-Tormo, Ligia Rusu, Ljubisa
Stankovic, Mehmet Uygur, Nejc Sarabon, Pantelis Theodoros
Nikolaidis, Predrag Bozic, Rodica Traistaru, Sandra Mandic,
Sergej Ostojic, Seyed Morteza Tayebi, Yang Zhang, Yasar Salci
Chairs of the organizing committee
Kemal Idrizovic, Bojan Masanovic, Jovan Gardasevic
Members of the organizing committee
Aldijana Nokic, Batric Markovic, Danilo Bojanic, Dragan Krivokapic, Gorica Zoric, Ivan Vasiljevic, Marija Bubanja, Marin
Corluka, Marina Vukotic, Milena Mitrovic, Milovan Ljubojevic,
Miroslav Kezunovic, Rajko Milasinovic

CALL FOR PAPERS
Full-length manuscripts may be submitted for publishing in
the Sport Mont journal (see at HYPERLINK “http://www.sportmont.ucg.ac.me” www.sportmont.ucg.ac.me), an international peer-reviewed scientific journal, indexed in Scopus, DOAJ,
SPORTDiscus, Index Copernicus, ERIH PLUS, et cetera. Fulllength paper submission is free of charge but author(s) has to
pay additional 50 euros per accepted full-length paper to cover publication costs. Full manuscripts should be submitted for
consideration of publication by the 15th of March, 2019 and
prepared according to the guidelines for authors.

REGISTRATION FEES
For participants 240 EUR (200 EUR early-bird)
For students 180 EUR (150 EUR early-bird)
For accompanying persons 120 EUR (100 EUR early-bird)

LANGUAGE
The official Conference language is English.

